May 27, 2016

QVP sewing machines for quilting to become a series
Launch of the TL-2200QVP Mini 1-needle Lockstitch sewing machine

JUKI will begin worldwide sales of the TL-2200QVP Mini 1-needle Lockstitch sewing machine specially
designed for quilting on June 1.
The company has already been selling its “QVP Series” computerized sewing machines and overlockers for
household use around the world since October 2015. In addition to the TL-2200QVP long-arm sewing machine
for quilting, which offers original stitches for large quilts, this new product will bring a single-needle straight
sewing machine into the series.
The TL-2200QVP Mini single-needle straight sewing machine was developed based on the TL-2010Q
single-needle straight computerized sewing machine for quilting that is already sold around the world. The
TL2200QVP Mini includes an enhanced presser for quilting as well as a design that includes the QVP logo and
QVP blue accents on the body, making the machine look more like a part of the QVP series.
In particular, in addition to the guide on the presser foot—which is very useful when piecing—the upper feed
presser foot ensures good fabric feeding when quilting, and a stitch ruler is also included—an essential tool for
equally spaced straight line quilting. Furthermore, optional extras include a free motion table as well as a
presser foot with a head that rotates through 90 degrees (with both sides open)—a highly useful addition for
free motion quilting.
The inclusion of a foot switch stopper gives users the option of using the foot controller to cut the thread when
free motion quilting. And with a speed control function that allows the maximum sewing speed to be adjusted
from 200 to 1,500 rotations per minute, users can enjoy stable and relaxed sewing when working on
consecutive lines at the same speed.
JUKI plans to continue developing new functions and parts for quilting in the future, increase the appeal of
the “JUKI QVP Quilting Series”, and further expand sales.

*QVP stands for Quilt Virtuoso Pro. The machine will have the “QVP” font and a crocus flower logo to
increase the continuity of the products in this series.

◆Main functions
Function
 Easy-to-see needle drop

Details
Because the diameter of the head is overwhelmingly small at
about 7 mm at the top and about 4 mm at the bottom, this
feature—along with the compact threading device—makes it
exceptionally easy to see the needle drop. In particular, when the
head is rotated 90 degrees for free motion quilting, the machine is
outstandingly easy to use.

 High and large sewing space

Although the head is small, the sewing machine has a high and
large sewing space for a machine of its size, with a work space
height of 150 mm and a distance of 215 mm from the needle drop
to the point of contact with the bed.

 Ability to select whether to cut the

With the foot controller that starts and stops sewing and adjusts the

thread with the foot controller

sewing speed, you can also operate the automatic thread cutting
function. Users can now select whether to use the automatic
thread cutting function by using the foot switch stopper.

 Ability to maintain a set sewing

The maximum sewing speed can be adjusted from 200 to 1,500

speed

stitches per minute. In particular, by maintaining a set sewing
speed when free motion quilting, users can create stable stitch
designs.

 Ability to adjust the bobbin thread

Because the machine uses a vertical full rotary hook bobbin, it can

tension

form tight, beautiful stitches. In addition, the bobbin thread tension
can be adjusted via the bobbin case, so you can always set the
perfect thread tension even when sewing with a wide range of
threads and fabrics.

 Presser foot for piecing is included

In addition to the traditional presser foot on which the right side is
lower than the left, a presser foot with a guide that is useful when
piecing thin fabrics is also included, making it is easier to create
pieces that require precise sewing.

 Presser foot for free motion quilting An open-type presser foot for quilting is included. In addition to
is included

increasing the visibility of the needle drop for creating intricate
patterns, this foot also makes it easy to free the upper thread from

the presser foot when starting to sew.
 Accessory for creating equally

With the included stitch ruler that can be used when the upper feed

spaced straight line quilting patterns

presser foot is attached, equally spaced straight line quilting
becomes easy.

◆Release date
June 1th 2016

◆Specifications
Specification
Sewing speed

55～1,500 stitches/min.

Stitch length

0～6mm

Presser Foot Lift

By Lever 7mm／By Knee Lifter 12mm

Needle

HA×1 #9～#18

Outer dimensions

Width, height, and depth: 452mm X 350mm X 219mm

Weight

11.9kg
Width 590 X Depth 335mm

Wide Table

Optional free motion table to use the head is rotated 90 degrees
Width 810 X Depth X 600 X Height 85mm

Sewing Light

LED

Hook

Vertical Full Rotary Hook

QVP Series Lineup
Product name

Features

DX-2000QVP household computerized

The DX series, JUKI’s top-of-the-line computerized sewing

sewing machine

machine, has been specially designed for use in quilting.
This model is equipped with 240 stitch patterns that can
decorate quilts and stimulate the user’s creativity. Using the
float function, uneven seams, which often occur when sewing
more than one fabric, can be prevented. In addition, the pivot
function allows the user to sew with both hands on the fabric
while gradually turning it. The machine includes the QVP
quilting pressor foot kit (in a small box).
External dimensions of the top (mm): W445 x H291 x D210
Weight: 10.3 kg

* To be sold all over the world, excluding Japan (A slightly
different model is already being sold in Japan.)
MO-2000QVP compact overlock sewing JUKI’s top-of-the-line overlock sewing machine
machine

The easy threader makes upper and lower looper threading
easy.
When the desired stitch type is selected, the thread tension,
amount of feed, and other settings best suited for that stitch
type will be displayed on the LCD screen. The machine can
flexibly respond to the diverse range of changes of threads and
stitches required for sewing.
External dimensions of the top (mm): W330 x H310 x D280
Weight: 9 kg
* To be sold all over the world, excluding Japan (A slightly
different model is already being sold in Japan.)

TL-2200QVP household long-arm

A long-arm sewing machine for quilting with an automatic

sewing machine for quilting

thread trimming function
Among the sewing machines with a 45-cm-wide sewing space
(more than double that of a typical household sewing machine),
it has the highest sewing space on the market, at a maximum
of 25 cm (the maximum height of competing products is 20
cm), which makes the quilting of large quilts easy and more
beautiful.


Available in two different styles: standing (for moving the

* The picture shows the product in

top part)/sitting (for moving the fabric)

standing mode.



First-ever long-arm sewing machine with an automatic

thread trimming function
This machine will be released in the Japanese market following
launch in the U.S. and is to be sold all over the world from
October 2015.
External dimensions of the top (mm): W222 × H460 × D730
Weight: 26 kg
* To be sold all over the world

